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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TFS & VSS?

 Team Foundation is a client-server source control system that uses a 
.NET Web service to access items stored in a SQL Server database

 Visual SourceSafe is a client-only source control system. Its clients, 
such as SourceSafe Explorer and the plug-in for Visual Studio read from 
and write to a Visual SourceSafe database, which is a collection of files 
that are usually stored in a shared network folder.



INTEGRATION OF TFS AND VISUAL STUDIO TEAM SUITE



COMMON TERMS

 Workspace

A workspace is your client-side copy of the files and 
folders on the source control server

 Local Cache

Refers to the set of folders on the local machine that are 
kept in sync with the TFVC Server through a workspace.

 Change Set

A logical, uniquely numbered container that TFS uses to 
store all the information about a single check-in.



COMMON TERMS

 Lock Type

None – shared check-out

Check-in – others can check-out, but not check-in

Check-out – exclusive lock, no one can check out 
or in

 Merge

A function to merge two different (from different 
users, workspace or branch) pieces of code (of the 
same file) into the same file.



WORKSPACE MAPPING RULES

 A single server-side folder can be associated with 
only one folder on the local PC

 A single local folder can be associated with only 
one server-side folder

 A single local folder can be associated with only 
one workspace (therefore only one user)

 A workspace can contain multiple server-to-local 
folder mappings

 A single workspace can contain mappings for one 
or more Team Projects



CREATE WORKSPACE MAPPING



SHELVES

 A group of files with pending changes that are 
placed on the server for safe keeping (but not 
checked-in) while working on other tasks.

 Shelving code can also be useful in code-
sharing/code review situations. You can use a 
shelf as a hand-off mechanism to allow other 
users to have access to your source code 
changes without first checking in the code to 
the repository.



COMMON USAGE OF SHELVE

 Shelve the enhancement code.

 Perform a Get against the label or branch that 

contains the code base that contains the bug 

code.

 Fix the bug.

 Check in the bug fix change set.

 Retrieve the enhancement code from the shelf.

 Continue working on the enhancement.



WHAT IS A LABEL?

 The label command in TFS, like in Visual SourceSafe, allows 
you to save a snapshot of your source code based on a given 
state – workspace version, time stamp – using a unique 
label that can be stored and retrieved by users.

 ―Point in time‖ view of our source code.

 This mean that we could safely assume that all versions of 
code before the label in a file’s History were within the label 
and all versions after the label were not.

 User has the ability to place versions of files from different 
points in time into the label.

 Labeling allows you to modify the label when a defect is 
found by either moving a file back a version, to remove newly 
added code, or forward a version, to include a repair



BRANCHING & MERGING

 The branch command copies an item or set of items 
that includes metadata and version control history, from 
one location to another in the Team Foundation version 
control server and in the local workspace.

 To Enable Parallel Development.

 A mechanism in parallel development is required by 
which code can be isolated and stabilized without the 
danger of cross-contamination of other ongoing 
development, and a mechanism by which such isolated 
changes in one branch can be integrated back into other 
development branches.



WHY WE NEED BRANCHING?

Development Teams

Developing Feature 1

Developing Feature 2

Support Team Fixing Bugs 

TFS 
Code



LABEL VS BRANCH

 Team Foundation Server does not retain a 
history of changes made to the label.

 Given certain permissions, labels might be 
deleted or otherwise invalidated by changes, 
and there is no way of auditing those changes.

 There can be contention for a given label if 
more than more person wants to use and 
modify the label or the files contained in the 
label. 



ISOLATION LEVEL IN TFS

 Isolation at Individual Level – Workspace

In this level, if the user want to share code (without 
check in ) between team, he can use the new TFS 
feature of shelve/un-shelve.

 Isolation for collaboration (Team Level)

In this level, if  the user want to share code, branching & 
merging feature of TFS is used.

 Branching Scenarios
 Release Isolation

 Feature Isolation

 Team Isolation

 Integration Isolation



BRANCHING CHECKLIST

 Choose an Isolation model.

 Define a code promotion path for development 

from dev to main and vice-versa.

 Define quality criteria.

 Define the stake-holders of each branch.

 Decide the permission for all the stake-holders 

of each branch.



TYPICAL BRANCHING PATH

 Branch per Task 

 Branch per Component 

 Branch per Technology



SINGLE RELEASE SCENARIO



MULTIPLE RELEASE SCENARIO



MULTIPLE FEATURE/TEAM SCENARIOS:



DEMO



CODE PROMOTION MODEL



CODE PROMOTION MODEL (CONTINUED)

 Forward Integration:

$/MyProduct/MAIN => $/MyProduct/DEV/FeatureBranch1

 Reverse Integration:

$/MyProduct/DEV/FeatureBranch1  => $/MyProduct/MAIN

 Integration Between Different Childs is not 

directory allowed (in either direction):

$/MyProduct/DEV/  <=> $/MyProduct/Release  (Not Allowed)



BEST  PRACTICES FOR CODE PROMOTION

Merging with main must be frequently as it will 

reduce the effort of merging at the end of the 

release/development.

 Source code must satisfy the quality criteria 

before merging in target branch.



BASELESS MERGES



FEATURE CREWS: HOW MICROSOFT DOES IT



BRANCHING AND MERGING ANTI-PATTERNS

 Merge Paranoia—avoiding merging at all cost, usually because of a 
fear of the consequences. 

 Merge Mania—spending too much time merging software assets 
instead of developing them. 

 Big Bang Merge—deferring branch merging to the end of the 
development effort and attempting to merge all branches 
simultaneously. 

 Never-Ending Merge—continuous merging activity because there is 
always more to merge. 

 Wrong-Way Merge—merging a software asset version with an earlier 
version. 

 Branch Mania—creating many branches for no apparent reason. 

 Cascading Branches—branching but never merging back to the main 
line. 



BRANCHING AND MERGING ANTI-PATTERNS 

(COND …)

 Temporary Branches—branching for changing reasons, so 
the branch becomes a permanent temporary workspace. 

 Volatile Branches—branching with unstable software assets 
shared by other branches or merged into another branch. 

 Note Branches are volatile most of the time while they exist 
as independent branches. That is the point of having them. 
The difference is that you should not share or merge 
branches while they are in an unstable state. 

 Development Freeze—stopping all development activities 
while branching, merging, and building new base lines. 

 Dividing Wall—using branches to divide the development 
team members, instead of dividing based upon the features 
people are working on. 
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